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INTRODUCTION

Pauline Problems, Pauline Praises

The letters of Paul are mines and fountains of the Spirit. They are mines, in that they provide us with a wealth that is more precious than any gold; fountains, in that they never run dry. No, as much as you empty out of them, all the more flows out again.¹

Such moments of exultation about the power, wisdom, sagacity, and beauty of the Pauline letters are, as is well known, neither rare in the oeuvre of John Chrysostom nor confined to his seven remarkable homilies De laudibus sancti Pauli (“In Praise of Saint Paul”).² And yet, despite being regarded as such an unending treasury of gold and of life-giving water, in truth Paul’s letters also provided Chrysostom and his congregants at Antioch and Constantinople with a steady stream of statements that were the cause of vexation, consternation, embarrassment, and puzzlement—less gold, apparently, than gall. As a late fourth-century Christian preacher and ecclesiastical leader, Chrysostom wished to make the case continually to his congregants that the entirety of the Scriptures should be the basis of their individual and communal Christian lives and of their civic polity and culture, and that these texts were completely authoritative, reliable, and trustworthy guides for those ends. And at the same time, the Scriptures also presented him and his audiences with considerable problems and quandaries of various kinds: literary, philological, theological, historical, ethical, logical, social, legal, practical, and aesthetic. Of course, for the Christian intellectuals and

¹. John Chrysostom, Hom. 2 Cor. 4:13 Γ §1 (PG 51:291).
². For a full argument and collection of the evidence, see Margaret M. Mitchell, The Heavenly Trumpet: John Chrysostom and the Art of Pauline Interpretation, HUT 40 (Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck, 2000; Louisville: Westminster John Knox, 2002).
orator-bishops and priests of the post-Constantinian period, all of Scripture, in part and as a whole, raised such issues in various ways, such as the lustiness of the Song of Songs, the apparent contradictions among the gospels,\(^3\) or the lack of complete concordance between the Old and the New Testaments—even, or perhaps especially, where continuity is claimed but hard to maintain.

Within this larger phenomenon of the need to defend the entirety of the Christian Scriptures as sacred text, the Pauline Epistles posed some particular problems: (1) their genre as letters directed to specific addressees handling their time-sensitive and local issues; (2) their treatment of shocking and unseemly subject matter, like “a man having his father’s wife” (1 Cor 5) or πορνεία, “sexual misconduct” (1 Cor 5–7); (3) their diverse treatments of major issues (e.g., the status of the scriptures of Israel or the mechanics of sin, belief, and salvation), which raised questions of whether Paul, in his own letters and in relation to the Acts of the Apostles, is or was consistent or self-contradictory;\(^4\) (4) the boasting and bombastic tone and tenor of some of Paul’s statements that seemed to contradict a saintly bearing and stature; (5) the attitude exhibited in them toward whether “heresies” are to be expected or are surprising aberrations; (6) the urgency of their eschatological visions and expectations still unmet now centuries later; (7) their ambiguous positions vis-à-vis Jews, “Judaism,” the law, and the Jewish tradition both in Paul’s time and later; (8) their ambiguous or conflicting ethical norms about women, slaves, social class, and other issues; (9) their testimony to internal conflicts in the apostolic age, including evidence of outright contestation and distrust of Paul’s own authority as an apostle (e.g., Gal 2; 2 Cor 10–13); (10) their hermeneutical malleability and hence ability to be drawn upon as warrant for views that some interpreters regard as

---

3. E.g., in the genealogies of Jesus, the birth narratives, the lists of the apostles, the wording of sayings, the date and circumstances of his death, and the tomb and resurrection narratives. All of these problems were well recognized already by ancient interpreters, who devised various strategies in turn (historical, text-critical, theological, philosophical, hermeneutical, etc.) to deal with them. For an entrée into these discussions, see Claudio Zamagni, *Eusèbe de Césarée, Questions évangeliques*, SC 523 (Paris: Cerf, 2008), 33–40, on the form of problems and solutions, and further bibliography in p. 7 n. 15 below.

4. A “problem” made all the more urgent because it was pointed out by non-Christian intellectuals such as Porphyry and Julian.
errant or scandalous. What is a preacher to do when faced with such challenges?

The Contents and Rationale for This Volume

Part 1 of the present volume contains the Greek texts and my English translations of eighteen homilies preached by John Chrysostom on individual passages in the corpus Paulinum. These eighteen homilies stand outside of Chrysostom’s famous homily sets on the fourteen letters (including the Letter to the Hebrews, treated by John as Pauline) that have been widely available in English translation for more than a century and a half and that are very well known and well read, both among scholars of ancient Christianity and New Testament exegetes. In contrast, most of the eighteen “occasional homilies” in this volume have not been translated into English (either in part or in whole) and are much less well known and cited. Complementing these exegetical homilies, in part 2 of the volume are the SC text by Auguste Piédagnel (1982) of Chrysostom’s seven homilies De laudibus sancti Pauli and my English translations of them. The primary goal of this volume is to make these twenty-five important oratorical and exegetical sources from the late fourth century better known and more readily accessible in a bilingual edition to scholars and students with interests in the New Testament, in early Christian studies generally, in patristic exegesis specifically, and in hermeneutics and literary criticism,

---

5. The Greek texts are in most cases from PG 51, but see below on the complicated history behind this Greek text and its associated notes, and their limitations.


7. The term “occasional” is sometimes used to distinguish these from the “serial” homilies on the Pauline letters, and I use it here for convenience. But note that all the Chrysostomic homilies are in some sense occasional (i.e., prepared for and most likely delivered at a particular liturgical synaxis or other meeting), including those in the serial homily sets on each of the Pauline letters. But these works have come down in the transmission history independent of the series on the Pauline letters.

8. See below (pp. 66–69) on modern-language translations of these homilies.
ancient and modern, with an English translation that reflects their style of live oratory, vivid imagery, rhetorical invention, detailed and complex argumentation, and thoroughly dialogical character. At a time when the study of ancient Christian biblical interpretation is in a heyday, it is hoped that these sources can be all the more a part of that scholarly conversation.

Although the eighteen homilies on individual passages in the Pauline epistolary that are collected here did not in Chrysostom’s life, nor in the manuscript traditions stretching back to late antiquity that have preserved his voluminous writings, represent a whole, unified or continuous collection, the present volume is not based on a random selection, nor does it merely follow what has over time become a traditional clustering of these sources, as reflected in Migne’s Patrologia Graeca volume 51. This collection is also based, as the opening to this introduction has indicated, upon the analytical conclusion to which I came as I worked with these texts over the years, that it is useful to study these eighteen homilies together because, in addition to their focus on isolated Pauline lemmata apart from the serial homilies on each letter, they all deal in some ways with “problem passages,” or, if not self-evidently problematic at first glance, texts that John will make into problems in order—inventively—to solve them. While these homilies are by no means unique in this regard within Chrysostom’s oeuvre, and while they are not the only homilies within Chrysostom’s oeuvre apart from the homily sets on the fourteen letters that can be seen to have a chief focus on a Pauline text, part of what further justifies this collection

9. With a few exceptions, most of the eighteen homilies in part 1 are very difficult to date, except in relation to some other homilies (see p. 48 n. 164 below, under “Authenticity”). The magisterial work on the dating of Chrysostom’s homilies by Wendy Mayer, The Homilies of St John Chrysostom—Provenance, Reshaping the Foundations, OrChrAn 272 (Rome: Pontificio Istituto Orientale, 2005), has been essential to my study of these. In each translation the chief arguments for the place of the homily (in Antioch, 386–398, or Constantinople, 398–403) are provided in brief in the initial note. This is another area requiring further research.

10. See below on the publication history of these Greek texts.

11. One should note as well that Wendy Mayer and Pauline Allen, in a series of articles, have demonstrated that the original sequence of what were published as homily sets is not necessarily secure, as the sets in some cases may include sermons from both Antioch and Constantinople, and there are some overlaps in treatments of passages. See Pauline Allen and Wendy Mayer, “Chrysostom and the Preaching of Homilies in Series: A New Approach to the Twelve Homilies In epistulam ad Colossenses [CPG 4433],” OrChrAn 60 (1994): 21–39; “The Thirty-Four Homilies on Hebrews: the Last
in the present volume is that these homilies provide a vibrant laboratory for investigating how a Christian orator-bishop in the late fourth century dealt with the ways his Bible was unmistakably a problem. And the seven homilies De laudibus sancti Pauli are included as well, since they are an essential part of the overall project of resolving Pauline problems and problematics in that John praises Paul at times by celebrating precisely what his opponents and interlocutors, both Christian and non-Christian, find blameworthy: his apparent inconsistency, his boasting, or his bellicosity. In turn, the praiseworthy nature of Paul the author is the foundational assumption behind the homiletic engagement with the “problem passages,” because in the end John cannot and will not accept that his beloved and saintly apostle erred, left behind deficient texts, or did not foresee the later uses to which they would be put. For Chrysostom it is in the crucible of the character of his saintly author, Paul, and the always fully deliberate wording of the letters, that he gets down to the work of interpreting Paul. Hence the second goal of the present volume is to provide resources for further research into the problematics of Pauline interpretation as Chryso-

---

12. For the first time since the Morel Edition of the seventeenth century, as noted below, p. 32.

13. A fuller argument for this thesis, which also contextualizes John’s interpretive work within late fourth-century literary, rhetorical, artistic, theological and philosophical culture, may be found in Mitchell, Heavenly Trumpet.
stom, the self-proclaimed most devoted expositor of Paul, practiced it in these lesser known and understudied homilies.

The first eighteen homilies by John Chrysostom translated here in part 1 include treatment of such vexing questions as these:

- How is it that Christian Scripture contains things that appear to be trivial and insignificant, such as the epistolary greeting to Priscilla and Aquila in Rom 16:3?
- If Christ commanded his disciples not to own sandals or a cloak (Matt 10:9–10), then why did his two chiefs, Peter and Paul, have sandals (cf. Acts 12:8) and cloaks (cf. 2 Tim 4:13), respectively?
- Did Paul really command one to feed or clothe one’s enemies by appealing to the vengeful and mean-spirited expectation of “heaping burning coals on their heads” (Rom 12:20)?
- Is it possible to reconcile the apparent legal discrepancies in the legislation about divorce and marriage offered by Paul (1 Cor 7) with the laws given by Christ in the gospels (e.g., Matt 5:27–32; 19:3–9 and parr.) or Moses in the Pentateuch (e.g., Deut 24:1–4)?
- Did Paul endorse and even sanction the need for there to be “heresies” in the church (1 Cor 11:19) or a variety of gospel messages with divergent and even conflicting motives (Phil 1:18)?
- Do the Old Testament and the New really share “the same spirit of faith” (2 Cor 4:13) or even the same god?
- Do passages like Gal 4:22–24 on the two covenants give support to the Manichaean position that the god of the Old Testament is a different lawgiver from the god of the New Testament?
- How could Paul seem to allow for equality in marriage between husband and wife in 1 Cor 7:2–4, when Paul himself in 1 Tim 2:11–15 clearly emphasizes the husband’s superiority and dominance?\(^\text{14}\)
- Was Paul utterly inconsistent in saying or doing one thing in one context and another in a different one (cf. his bold claim to be “all things to all people” in 1 Cor 9:22b)?
- Does Gal 2:11–14 demonstrate that both of the founders of the Christian movement (Peter and Paul) were “hypocrites” who were unalterably opposed to one another and were exposed publicly at

\(^{14}\) Throughout this volume we are addressing Chrysostom’s “Paul”; he regarded all fourteen of the letters in the canon (including Hebrews) to be equally and genuinely Pauline.
Antioch—Peter as cowering in fear before “the men from James” and under Pauline censure, and Paul as breaking the commandment of Matt 18:15 to rebuke a brother only in private?

- How can Paul describe the saving grace of God as παιδεύουσα ἡμᾶς (Titus 2:12), since that casts χάρις in a punitive role vis-à-vis humanity rather than a salvific one (ἡ σωτήριος)?

Throughout these eighteen homilies, one finds Chrysostom employing the language, logic, and rhetoric of the ancient pedagogical form known as ζητήματα καὶ λύσεις, or “problems and solutions.” Adoption of the zetetic


16. The lexicon for referring to the “problems” in ancient texts includes those that are properly “zetetic” (ζήτημα, ζήτησις, ζητεῖν) along with προβλήματα (“problems”), ἀπορίας (“quandaries” or “perplexing issues”), and other words. For the translation of the zetetic terms as “problems” when dealing with exegetical discussions such as we find in these homilies of Chrysostom, see ζητέω, PGL 591: “2. inquire, seek … hence pass. ptcl neut., problem of exegesis or theology.” See also ζήτησις, PGL 591: “1. question, inquiry, in gen. … esp. ref. exegetical problems” (emphasis original for the glosses). Chrysostom uses the participle and both the cognate nouns at key moments in many of these homilies to articulate his argument, as the notes within the translations will show. He does not use the term πρόβλημα, though he knows well of its connection in the Psalms with murky and enigmatic sayings that require interpretation. See, e.g., Exp. Ps. Ψ 49 §3 (PG 55:226) where, confronted by Ps 49:5 (κλίνω εἰς
form of problems and solutions (often referred to in scholarship by the Byzantine neologism, *erōtapokriseis*), which was already traditional among Christian exegetes since at least Origen17 (and going back to Philo of Alexandria among Jewish readers of the Greek Bible), is one of the ways the Christian Scriptures were placed among the preeminent textual authorities of the culture, subject to scrutiny by believers and nonbelievers alike. This was both a strong bid for authority for these Scriptures (i.e., that they deserve such close and detailed study) and in turn a demand placed on them by the claims being made for their authoritative status as sources of philosophical and theological wisdom. But how exactly is the rather odd collection of literary sources contained within the biblical anthology, including the pedestrian form of the personal letter that predominates in the New Testament,18 suitably a sacred text, one that can claim not only to stand alongside but also to supersede the Homeric epics, for instance? And can these Christian Scriptures hold up under the very questions to which ancient philosophers and literary critics had subjected those and other works: are the things they say true? Are the things said and done in them evidence of virtue, or vice? Are there self-contradictions? Are things said that are impossible, or contrary to reason?19

παραβολὴν τὸ οὖς μου, ἀνοίξω ἐν ψαλτηρίῳ τὸ πρόβλημά μου [sic], he says, πρόβλημα δὲ ἐστι λόγος συνεσκιασμένος καὶ αἰνιγματώδης; “a ‘problem’ is a statement that is shadowy and enigmatic in meaning.” John can also use the term ἀπορία, as in *Hom. Rom.* 12:20 §5 (PG 51:180), where the verse is said to contain “an apparent problem” (τὸ δοκοῦν ζήτημα), but not in the first half; rather, it is “the part that follows that contains a great quandary” (τὸ δὲ ἐντεῦθεν λοιπὸν πολλὴν ἔχει τὴν ἀπορίαν). He goes on to ask, “What then is the solution?” (Τίς οὖν ἐστιν ἡ λύσις; PG 51:181). Among many other examples, see *Hom. Rom.* 16:3 B §2: “let’s proceed at last to the solution to these problems. What will the solution be?” (ἐπ’ αὐτὴν ἱωμεν τῶν ζητουμένων τὴν λύσιν. Τίς οὖν ἡ λύσις ἐσται; PG 51:197).


18. Of the twenty-seven documents in the New Testament, arguably twenty-one are or were received as letters, and two other works (Acts and Revelation) contain letters within them.

19. Here I am paraphrasing the well-known ch. 25 of Aristotle’s *Poetica* (1460b), which begins, Περὶ δὲ προβλημάτων καὶ λύσεων, “Now concerning problems and solutions” (ed. Kassel, my translation). As Perrone, “Questions and Responses,” 201, notes,
By drawing upon the form of problems and solutions in these homilies on Pauline problem texts, Chrysostom situates his oratory at the nexus of schoolroom techniques for literary analysis and philosophical investigation, on the one hand, and of public rhetorical performance carefully poised between apologetics and entertainment, on the other. Chrysostom seeks to make public study and talk about the Scriptures a competitor, not just to the study of Greek philosophy and its mythic, poetic, and epic sources of inspiration, but also to the conventional popular-entertainment vehicles of the late antique polis: the theater, the racetrack, athletic games, and oratorical competitions. Chrysostom himself foregrounds the comparison in one of our homilies:

we find the same “topics of problemata” in the discussion on scriptural interpretation in Origen, Princ. 4.1 (SC 268:256–92, ed. Crouzel and Simonetti), and throughout his oeuvre. By Chrysostom’s time, the form and procedure of προβλήματα καὶ λύσεις were firmly established among Christian intellectuals charged with expounding and defending their Bible.

20. Attending to Chrysostom’s use of ζητήματα καὶ λύσεις confounds attempts to impose dichotomies on his homiletics, such as that they are “essentially a scholastic activity” rather than “works of oratory”—so Cook, Preaching and Popular Christianity, 55–56, passim—or they are “a form of mass communication” and not “a form of dialogue”—so Isabella Sandwell, “Preaching and Christianisation: Communication, Cognition, and Audience Reception,” in Revisioning John Chrysostom: New Approaches, New Perspectives, ed. Chris L. de Wet and Wendy Mayer, Critical Approaches to Early Christianity 1 (Leiden: Brill, 2019), 137–74, esp. 157. The works translated in the present collection repeatedly demonstrate that Chrysostom’s homiletical practice involves all these things—pedagogy (including both instruction and correction), oratory (both conventional and innovative), dialogue (of various types and demeanors and with different partners), and mass communication (or, better, attempts at such). Rather than bifurcate, we do best to analyze how they come together in this particular, deliberately designed alchemy.

21. For the particular social spaces occupied by late fourth-century orator-bishops in relation to philosophical preaching and widespread forms of urban entertainment, see Jaclyn L. Maxwell, Christianization and Communication in Late Antiquity: John Chrysostom and His Congregation in Antioch (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2006), 11–64. On the physical spaces and attempts (material, political and rhetorical) to claim authority over them, see Christine Shepardson, Controlling Contested Places: Late Antique Antioch and the Spatial Politics of Religious Controversy (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2014). On Chrysostom’s famous competitiveness with the theater, see Blake Leyerle, Theatrical Shows and Ascetic Lives: John Chrysostom’s Attack on Spiritual Marriage (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2001).
Those who are all aflutter over the spectacle of horse-racing can tell you the names, herd, ancestry, hometown, and upbringing of the horses with complete accuracy and detail,\textsuperscript{22} as well as how old they are, their performance on the track, and which horse, matched up in a heat with what other horse, will snatch up the win. And they can tell you what breed of horse, launched from a certain kind of starting gate and with what rider, will prevail in the race and run right past its rival. Likewise, those who devote their time to dance performances aren’t inferior to the horse-racing enthusiasts, but they display even more madness about those who behave indecorously in the theater—the mimes and the dancing girls, I mean—and can recount in detail their ancestry, hometown, upbringing, and everything else. But when we’re asked, “How many and what are the names of the letters of Paul?” we can’t even tell their number! And even if there might be a few people who know their number, they’re still at a loss when asked to provide an answer to the question of what cities received the letters. Yet a man who was a eunuch and a barbarian (cf. Acts 8:26–40), whose mind was pulled in many directions by countless business matters, was so devoted to the sacred books that he didn’t even rest on the occasion of a journey but, when sitting in his chariot, was absorbed in the task of reading the divine Scriptures with complete attention. But in our case, although we don’t have even a fraction of his occupational burden, we’re like foreigners when it comes to the names of the letters. And that’s the case even though we are assembled here every Lord’s day and have the benefit of hearing the divine Scripture.\textsuperscript{23}

Using these analogies to other forms of cultural knowledge, to horse racing and the theater, John insists that valuation is demonstrated in quality of attention. A properly “Christian” public and private culture, in Chrysostom’s eyes, is one that spends its time and places its intense focus on deep knowledge and scrutiny of the Scriptures. This is for him a catechetical and pedagogical commitment, as well as an apologetic one, that creates its own tensions, for John will use the “problems” in Scripture to capture his audience’s attention, and yet he always wishes to leave them, not with unanswered questions, doubts, or concerns about Scripture, but with the full assurance provided by his solution to the problem he has brought

\textsuperscript{22} The term ἀκρίβεια, enormously important for John, is used in this homily (as throughout his œuvre) with all its senses: “attention,” “detail,” “care,” “accuracy,” and “rigor” (compare the entries in LSJ and PGL). I occasionally double-gloss it so the reader can see the full resonances within the argument.

\textsuperscript{23} Hom. Rom. 16:3 A §1 (PG 51:188).
to light. He wishes to teach them in a manner that piques their interest, but he does not wish to sully the scriptural record too much by allowing that it just may have “problems.” And Chrysostom eagerly (if unrealistically) wishes diligent study of the sacred Scriptures and keen knowledge of them to replace his congregants’ appetite for and interest in other forms of entertainment and enjoyment in the life of the late antique polis, including oratorical performances other than his own stylized and dramatic ones.

In another homily, John draws the contrast between these forms of public pursuits and entertainment with a striking gustatory image:

Again today I wish to lead you to fountains of honey, a honey of which one can never get enough. For such is the nature of Paul’s words, and all those who fill their hearts from these fountains speak forth in the Holy Spirit. And indeed, the pleasure of the divine utterances makes one lose sight of even the good taste of honey. The prophet shows this when he says: “How sweet in my throat are your utterances, more than honey and honeycomb in my mouth” (Ps 118:103). For indeed, honey is destroyed in the digestive process, but the divine utterances when digested become sweeter and more useful, both to those who possess them and to many others. Now someone who has plentiful enjoyment from a physical meal and then belches from it is most unpleasant to their companion. But one who has belched forth utterances from the spiritual teaching shares the rich fragrance with their neighbor. Indeed, David, when he had continually enjoyed this kind of feasting, said, “My heart belched out a good word” (Ps 44:2). Yet it’s possible to belch forth a wicked word, too. In the case of a physical meal, the quality of the belching corresponds to the nature of the foods eaten. The same is true also with the power of words: many people belch forth things akin to what they eat. For example, if you go up to the theater and you listen to whorish hymns, then those are the kind of things you will surely belch forth in the presence of your neighbor. But if by coming to church you share in the hearing of spiritual things, then those are the kind of belches you’ll have, as well. That’s why the prophet said, “My heart belched out a good word” (Ps 44:2), showing us the nature of the meal he shared.24

Biblical study, including careful consideration of things that “appear to be problems” should, on John’s gustatory metaphor, produce beneficent biblical belchings. The Golden Mouth’s sweet oratory is meant to handle the difficulties and stop bellies from roiling, resulting in the fresh breath of scriptural security.

24. Hom. 1 Cor. 7:2–4 §1 (PG 51:208–9).
And, as Chrysostom often states, he wishes by his clever apologetic arguments of refutation (ἀπολογία, ἔλεγχος) of the apparent problems in the Pauline letters as Scripture, not just to entertain, but to arm his congregants with ammunition against the opponents of Paul and the church that await them “outside.”

Chrysostom employs some consistent techniques across these homilies, techniques that are found also elsewhere in his extensive corpus of homilies and other writings. As we have noted, the “problem” (τὸ ζήτημα, τὸ ζητούμενον) for which one seeks a solution is often introduced as an “apparent” (δοκοῦν) one, a formulation that simultaneously grants the problem and raises doubt about its reality. Often after bringing forward the “apparent problem,” Chrysostom will first use the rhetorical form of αὔξησις, “amplification,”26 to make the problem even more dire before he eventually—after deliberately building dramatic tension and suspense—reveals the solution (λύσις). He appears to do this for several reasons. First, John wants to get his audience interested in the problem and all the more eager for the satisfactory solution to it that his homily will provide. Second, in the way he defines and aggrandizes the problem, Chrysostom often seeds key elements of the solution he will later offer via his argumentation. Third, amplifying or exaggerating the problem is a kind of high-wire act by which the preacher deliberately increases the degree of difficulty of the task so that when he does produce the solution, his achievement is all the more impressive.27 In some cases, John is addressing famous “problem texts”
that have become traditional by his time and require attention (such as the Antioch incident in Gal 2:11–14); in others, he takes a text that might appear to be innocuous or unproblematic (such as the epistolary greeting to Priscilla and Aquila in Rom 16:3), and he will find a way to turn it into a “problem” only in order—voilà!—to “solve” it.²⁸

And yet in turn, often the solution to one “problem” engenders further problems, in a kind of whack-a-mole dynamic that starts the whole process over again. For example, when treating Rom 16:3, John asks why it is that in his greeting Paul names the wife, Priscilla, before her husband, Aquila. Refusing the explanation that Paul did this casually or without purpose (ἀπλῶς), John concludes, “it seems to me (ἐμοὶ δοκεῖ) this was in recognition of the fact that her piety (εὐλάβεια) was superior to her husband’s.”²⁹ John then defends this solution as more than a mere conjecture (στοχασμός) of his own, by appealing to Acts 18:24–26, where Priscilla provides remedial catechesis to Apollos from Alexandria. But this solution then leads to another set of problems: (1) does this mean that women of Chrysostom’s day also can teach and hold positions superior to their husbands? (2) And didn’t Paul himself in 1 Tim 2:12 forbid a woman to teach? Not surprisingly, John will find a solution to these problems, too. In both of these cases, he will constrain, rather than universalize, the authority and example of the past, setting a time limit or other restriction on the apostle’s words. To question (1) comes solution (1): no, it was just back in the time of the apostles that women displayed such fervor for the gospel and were allowed to play more “manly roles,” and, to question (2), solution (2): women’s instruction, even back in the day, was only of a very particular kind—leading others to faith by good example. Even in Paul’s praise of Priscilla in Rom 16:3, as set alongside the apparently contradictory injunctions of 1 Tim 2:9–15, one should be able to see that what the apostle was strictly forbidding was for women to teach from the pulpit, engaging in

²⁸ That is, as pronounced by himself. We cannot assume the audiences, in whole or in part, were actually convinced. And indeed, in various homilies in miniserries we have evidence that in fact they were not, or at least some members of the congregation challenged his answers with what he considers to be new “problems.” See, e.g., Hom. Rom. 16.3 B §§1–2 (PG 51:195–200).

²⁹ Hom. Rom. 16.3 A §3 (PG 51:191).
“public speaking, and the oratory that is proper to the priesthood.”30 That the apostle didn’t speak about pulpits at all does not bother John! The problems, both of his text and of his own context, are pronounced solved. And yet we certainly cannot assume that his audiences always were persuaded, even as the very form of ζητήματα καὶ λύσεις presumes an acknowledged degree of disagreement or anxiety about the text and its possible meanings that the preacher seeks to confront.

It is especially fascinating to watch in these homilies how John can deal with material that is deadly serious, such as engaging some “problems” that have been hurled by outsiders against the Christ-believers, or readings promulgated by those John designates “heretics” (such as Marcionites and Manichaean), and yet accept that challenge in a way that is part apologist, part bravado, part purposeful catechist, part public theologian, and part performance artist. These homilies provide an excellent opportunity to study the relationship in late antique oratory between problem and opportunity; between deadly serious and entertaining; between problems imposed and problems fashioned for the sake of argument. And looking at ancient Christian biblical interpretation according to this approach of “problems and solutions” allows us to see many things that do not fit any traditional divide between a “literal” or an “allegorical” interpretation of the biblical text and that certainly contest simple declarations that the Antiochenes uniformly practiced the former.31 Watching a skilled public orator like Chrysostom engage with his biblical text’s “apparent problems” enables us to see that textual meaning is not simply a given, by either “literal” or “allegorical” reading—or the great volume of biblical interpretation that operates in the middle—but is fashioned in each moment of interpretive contestation.32

31. As just one example of this, see John’s clever treatment of “surface” and “deep” meanings of the text of Gal 2:11–14 in Hom. Gal. 2:11–14 (passim). On the issue, see Perrone, “Questions and Responses,” 200, who recognizes that, although the procedure can be thought to be a way of avoiding allegory, “yet, the method is not tied to literalism.” And, indeed, the form can equally be a vehicle of “allegorical interpretation,” as can be seen, e.g., in Donald A. Russell and David Konstan, eds. and trans., Heraclitus, Homeric Problems, Writings from the Greco-Roman World 14 (Atlanta: Society of Biblical Literature, 2005). On how Chrysostom confounds the claim about Antiochene literalism, see Mitchell, Heavenly Trumpet, esp. 389–94.
32. In this regard Chrysostom is but one example of what I have termed “the agonistic paradigm” that pervades ancient Christian biblical interpretation (see below, 84 n. 267).
The History of Publication of the “Occasional Homilies” on Pauline Passages

The present volume stands within, and is fully indebted to, the long and involved process by which Chrysostom’s homilies have been transcribed, edited, collected, and then separated and recombined, from his own lifetime forward to the present. Having been preserved in manuscripts from late antiquity forward, the earliest print publication of these eighteen homilies was embroiled in the complex and conflicted history of the publication of Chrysostom’s works in the early modern (Reformation and post-Reformation) period. A signally important moment toward the modern publication of this collection of varied homilies by Chrysostom on individual Pauline passages was an intervention by a young Jesuit in the 1580s who remained “anonymous” yet was to become known to history as the famous Fronto Ducaeus. He designed for the Opera omnia in Latin translation what would become the usual mode of presentation of Chrysostom’s homilies on biblical texts: five volumes, with the first four containing the large homily sets on biblical books in the Old Testament.

33. On the combination of stenographic notes and later editing that can be detected in some of the homilies, see the important study of Blake Goodall, The Homilies of St. John Chrysostom on the Letters of St. Paul to Titus and Philemon (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1979). This issue deserves continual attention as we work with texts of what were once oral performances, and yet have likely been subjected to various forms of editing toward publication in written form. See also p. 72 n. 243 below.

34. A concise general introduction to major editions of all of Chrysostom’s works (in Greek and in Latin) up until the end of the nineteenth century may be found in W. R. W. Stephens, Saint John Chrysostom: His Life and Time: A Sketch of the Church and the Empire in the Fourth Century (London: Murray, 1883), viii–xii; a fuller treatment with bibliographic catalogue may be found in Chrysostomos Baur, Jean Chrysostome et ses œuvres dans l’histoire littéraire, Université de Louvain Recueil de Travaux 18 (Louvain: Bureaux du Recueil; Paris: Fontemoing, 1907).
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(Genesis and Psalms) and the New Testament (Matthew, John, and the Pauline Letters), arranged according to canonical order, and the fifth volume consisting of a *fourre-tout* (“grab bag”) “pour les sermons isolés, les traités et les lettres.” This reflects also the circumstances of continual discovery of manuscripts and of print publication of further works, as the “*Opera omnia*” of Chrysostom were expanded, often without a clear arrangement, into the fifth (and subsequent) volumes, including exegetical homilies among them, but not exclusively or as separated out. In the multiple editions to follow in the early seventeenth century, homilies on individual Pauline passages become included in this category of “les sermons isolés,” in the rush by both Protestant and Catholic scholars to locate, edit, translate, publish, and disseminate the works of Chrysostom. The story of collaboration and competition across national and confessional lines in the quest to discover manuscripts, transcribe previously unpublished works, share findings, and publish Chrysostom’s writings is a fascinating one. The idea of a Chrysostomic “miscellany” was, however, not new, since many medieval manuscripts of Chrysostom’s works contain assortments of various homilies, often without any clear overriding scheme or thematic arrangement, even if sometimes there appear to be clusters or groupings of like sermons in parts. Even the Byzantine *Catalogus Augustanus* (preserved

---

36. Earlier, the *editio princeps* of the Greek text of Chrysostom’s homily sets, the 1529 edition published at Verona, had four volumes just for the serial homilies on the Pauline Letters. See Bernardino Donato, ed., *Divi Ioannis Chrysostomi in omnes Pauli apostoli epistolas accuratissima, vereque aurea, et divina interpretatio* (Verona: Stephanus et fratres, 1529).

37. Quotation from Quantin, “Du Chrysostome latin au Chrysostome grec,” 269. Quantin contrasts the 1530 edition of Erasmus, which was “marquée par le plus grand désordre … les homélies sur Paul étant même dispersées entre le t. I (imprimé après les autres) et le t. IV, à cause de l’arrivée tardive de textes nouveaux qu’il avait fallu traduire” (“Du Chrysostome latin au Chrysostome grec,” 269 n. 5).

38. See the analysis of Quantin, “Du Chrysostome latin au Chrysosome grec,” 325: “Même si cette collaboration interconfessionnelle n’était pas tout à fait sans précédents … elle était unique par son ampleur et sa durée.” Quantin’s article (especially pp. 311–25) documents this history beautifully, including in the correspondence of the key figures on the continent and beyond who assisted Henry Savile and his assistants in their pursuit of manuscripts and corrected readings. At the same time, this was no easy ecumenism: “Rien, pourtant, n’en transparaît dans le Chrysostome, où les notes sont purement philologiques, sans aucune incursion dans la théologie” (326). Fuller documentation may be found there as well as in his earlier study; see Jean-Louis Quantin, “Les jésuites et l’érudition anglicane,” *Dix-septième siècle* 237 (2007): 691–711.
in Monac. gr. 478 [XII]), which listed individual homilies by Chrysostom thought to be authentic, although including ten of our homilies, did not place them together or in any ordered pattern.\textsuperscript{39} One of the reasons for this is that the line between exegetical and ethical or theological or ascetic writings by Chrysostom is not so firm, and hence different classifications of the same homilies were—and remain—possible.

Henry Savile and the “Eton Chrysostom”

It was the Oxonian Henry Savile who, in his splendid eight-volume edition of the works of Chrysostom in Greek (published in full at Eton in 1611–1612),\textsuperscript{40} was largely responsible for shaping a modern collection of “isolated homilies” on Pauline passages.\textsuperscript{41} While for the homily sets on all fourteen Pauline letters Savile depended upon the 1529 Verona edition as the basis for his Greek text,\textsuperscript{42} he relied on fresh research in manuscripts from all over Europe, by himself and his team, as well as other collaborators, for his fifth volume (published in 1611), which, likely inspired by Ducaeus’s precedent, was devoted to Χρυσοστόμου εἰς διαφοροὺς τῶν ἁγίων γραφῶν περικοπὰς γνήσιοι λόγοι (“genuine homilies of Chrysostom on various passages of the Holy Scriptures”).\textsuperscript{43} Within this volume, Savile


\textsuperscript{40.} See Henry Savile, ed., Τοῦ ἐν ἁγίοις πατρὸς ἡμῶν Ἰωάννου ἀρχιεπισκόπου Κωνσταντινουπόλεως τοῦ Χρυσοστόμου τῶν εὑρισκομένων τόμοι ὀκτώ (Eton: Ioannes Norton, 1611–1612); volume 5 bears the date 1611 and volume 8, 1612. Baur, Jean Chrysostome et ses œuvres dans l’histoire littéraire, 106, explains that after the publication of the whole, in 1613 Savile added “en tête une magnifique gravure, portant la date de 1613” (so in some scholarly references the date is given as 1611–1613).

\textsuperscript{41.} Savile’s dependence upon his precursors is well documented by Quantin, “Du Chrysostome latin au Chrysostom grec,” passim.

\textsuperscript{42.} One can see this in Savile’s own printer’s copy for these volumes, which consisted of the Verona edition plus his corrections. See Oxford, Bodl. Auctarium E.3.5 [olim Miscell. 51\textsuperscript{5}] and E.3.6 [olim Miscell. 51\textsuperscript{6}], in CCG 1.140 and 141, pp. 118–20, with helpful description by S. L. Greenslade, “A Printer’s Copy for the Eton Chrysostom,” StPatr 7 (1966): 60–64. On the textual basis of the Verona edition in a single manuscript, see Goodall, The Homilies of St. John Chrysostom on the Letters of St. Paul to Titus and Philemon, 2–3.

\textsuperscript{43.} Savile’s decision to publish only the Greek text and not a Latin translation with it can be seen as both a practical matter (in terms of the size and time to production...
collected eighteen homilies on Pauline passages, arranged in canonical order by book.44 These followed miscellaneous homilies on Old Testament passages first, then New Testament passages from the gospels and Acts. The homilies on Pauline lemmata appear in the canonical order of the letters, but they are not set apart or separately numbered from among these other biblical homilies. As the notes to the fifth volume indicate, in only one case was Savile able to rely on a previously published edition for the Greek text of these homilies, that of Hom. Rom. 5:3 published by Fronto Ducaeus (Fronton du Duc) in 1604.45 In all of the other cases, Savile edited the Greek text from transcriptions of one or more manuscripts. The page proofs (exemplaria Savilii) that Savile sent to the printer, held now at the Bodleian, consist of transcriptions made by himself or various assistants or colleagues that he used as his base text, together with his own editorial interventions.46 These include adding new, standardized titles at the beginning (such as εἰς τό, plus abbreviated lemma47), making his own enumeration of the homilies for his edition, capitalizing of proper names, marking paragraph breaks, making textual emendations,48 adding notations of variant or conjectural readings to be printed in the margins, and of his edition) and a theological one vis-à-vis Protestant-Catholic polemics and contestations: “Mais s’en tenir à l’original permettait aussi d’échapper aux soupçons et aux polémiques qu’auraient fatalement suscitées des traductions” (Quantin, “Du Chrysostome latin au Chrysostome grec,” 327). See Quantin’s astute discussion of the issue, and the degree to which for the Catholic editions it was the Latin translation that stood as the crucial authority for theological debate: “C’est dans celles-ci [sc. les traductions Latins], on l’a vu, beaucoup plus que dans les éditions grecques, que théologiens et érudits de la Contre-Réforme avaient coutume de repérer et de dénoncer des alterations.”

44. See HS 5:292–437. In HS 8:30–59, Savile included the seven homilies De laudibus sancti Pauli apostoli, from transcriptions made by his assistant, Samuel Slade, in Constantinople and Mount Athos.


47. E.g., at R.58, p. 610, he crosses out τοῦ αὐτοῦ ✠ υἱοῦ εἰς διά δικαιοστῖν διδασκαλία (“a sermon by the same author, Chrysostom”).

48. For one such example, in Hom. 1 Cor. 7:39–40 Savile adopted the conjectural reading of κοιμηθῇ in the lemma within the title to the homily, but his marginal note says that his manuscript (Monac. gr. 352, fol. 63) reads ἀποθάνῃ (HS 5:337, line 14).
supplying marginal biblical references (in Greek abbreviations) to passages Chrysostom has quoted.

In creating his edition of the Greek text of the homilies on individual Pauline passages, Savile did not follow any single Greek manuscript, for no manuscript now in existence, let alone the limited number available to Savile, contains all the eighteen homilies he printed, and never in a complete canonical sequence. For Savile’s miscellaneous Pauline homilies, as we know from his printer’s pages and notebooks and the “Notae” in volume 8, he relied upon transcriptions of manuscripts at Augsburg, Munich, Oxford, Paris, Venice, and Constantinople, as shown in the following list. Each entry provides the following information: (1) the homily title and CPG number; (2) the manuscript(s) drawn upon by Savile; (3) the pages of Savile’s printer’s copy; and (4) the pages in Savile’s published edition.

---

Hom. Rom. 5:3 (CPG 4373)
Manuscript: Monac. gr. 6, fols. 278–86 from Ducaeus (print edition, 1604)

---

49. Savile thanks David Hoeschel, the Lutheran rector of Saint Anna’s gymnasium and the librarian of the manuscript collection at Augsburg, among others, in 8:1. Hoeschel is the only scholar he commends in HS 8:707–8 specifically for his assistance with the miscellaneous sermons in HS 5. See also Greenslade, “Printer’s Copy for the Eton Chrysostom,” 61. For Savile’s connections with the vibrant scholarly and ecumenical patristics scholarship led by Hoeschel at Augsburg, see Quantin, “Du Chrysostome latin au Chrysostome grec,” 289–300, under the subtitle, “La paix patristique d’Augsbourg? David Hoeschel et ses correspondants” (the latter including Greek Orthodox as well as Roman Catholics).

50. This represents my inferences based on the information Savile gives in his “Notae in Tomum Quintum” (HS 8:729–33, including notes from one of his assistants, John Bois), as cross-referenced with the information provided in CCG, the Pinakes website, and older collection catalogues, as necessary.


52. The Munich codices are in the Bayerische Staatsbibliothek (BSB) and are now accessible at Bayerische Staatsbibliothek, “Münchener DigitalisierungsZentrum: Digitale Bibliothek,” https://digitale-sammlungen.de.

53. As noted above, Savile used the print edition of this homily from Fronto Ducaeus, Sancti patris nostri Ioannis Chrysostomi (1604), 259–60, as found in Auctarium E.4.4 in the Bodleian collection, exemplaria Sauillii, codex X. In his proofs to the printer, Savile included the pages of Ducaeus’s printed edition where Ducaeus says the Greek text of this homily came from a manuscript in the Augustana bibliotheca, as transcribed for him by the humanist and man of letters Marcus Velserus. See Fronto